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About us
Lorem Ipsum is simply dummy text of the printing and 
typesetting industry. Lorem Ipsum has been the industry's 
standard dummy text ever since the 1500s, when an 
unknown printer took a galley of type and scrambled it to 
make a type specimen book. It has survived not only five 
centuries, but also the leap into electronic typesetting, 
remaining essentially unchanged. It was popularised in the 
1960s with the release of Letraset sheets containing Lorem 
Ipsum passages. 



Office



Bright and vivid, harmonious and elegant,
simple and fashionable, streamlined and 
meticulous, this is the artistic creation, 
and is an exquisitely mastered inspiration.

Lorem Ipsum is simply dummy 
text of the printing and 
typesetting industry. 

ATLAS

VISITOR

Atlas

AVAILABLE COLOR



We understand the new and elegant 
modern office life needs flexible 
shape and distinctive color.

Xena vc
In a boring noisy office,
our sofa bring you quiet and 
comfort that will leave you 
happily smiling.

Xena



Baron
Advanced design allows office 
business handling-full of the 
sense of art. The elaborate 
production based on traditional 
craft and skill and original 
natural materials

Their models, structural are 
redesigned and recreated 
upon the idea of different 
designers in the world. the 
beautiful liens will beautify 
your working environment.

Unique Seat Curve
Xylus

AVAILABLE COLOR



Requirement of the time, 
reflection of fashion, concise, 
comfortable and elegant, fit to 
the human body.

The structure of the eyes of those 
simple works, plain straight, after 
the combination of intelligence 
and spirituality, in the hustle and 
bustle of the family sector 
opened up a pleasant room.

casanova

Divine HB

Divine MB



Refined and neat in shape, 
flexible in combination, 
capable of matching with 
interior decoration with 
different key color to create 
brand-new modern office 
environment.

Flair HB

Flair MB

Flair
Black HB

AVAILABLE COLOR



Advanced design allows office 
business handling-full of the 
sense of art. The elaborate 
production based on 
traditional craft and skill and 
original natural materials.

Choose suitable office chairs
to demonstrate enterprise value and 
motivate the external world and 
employee to achieve mutual 
consciousness of enterprise.

Vibe HB

Vibe MB

Scorpio



MAGNATE

LIBRA
Bright and vivid, harmonious 
and elegant, simple and 
fashionable, streamlined and 
meticulous, this is the artistic 
creation, and is an exquisitely 
mastered inspiration.  

Consummate from inside
to outside with flexible 
adjustment of angle, the design 
strives for maximum comfort 
ergonomically curved shape 
makes it ideal for the user to 
get relaxed in the shortest 
period of time.



Bright and vivid, harmonious 
and elegant, simple and 
fashionable, streamlined and 
meticulous, this is the artistic 
creation, and is an exquisitely 
mastered inspiration.

The special shape of the seat 
ensures the user sits correctly 
on the whole seat. Correct 
posture support at its best.

Taurus

Virgo



In a boring noisy office,
our sofa bring you quiet and 
comfort that will leave you 
happily smiling.

Orion

Cosmo

Elite



OPTIMA HB
Lorem Ipsum is simply dummy 
text of the printing and 
typesetting industry. 

SPIDER HB
Lorem Ipsum is simply dummy 
text of the printing and 
typesetting industry. 
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other



Bliss

Cosmo VC

AVAILABLE COLOR



According to ergonomics

According to ergonomics

Tatva

Tantra

AVAILABLE COLOR

AVAILABLE COLOR



Every AMUL products designed and 
produced in its production base.Every 
detail emdodies the work style of 
TORIN to pursue perfection. We always 
adhere to the quality criteria of “high 
standard, fine workmanship and 
zero-defect”.

Felix

Casper
AVAILABLE COLOR

AVAILABLE COLOR



Olive

Simpson
AVAILABLE COLOR

AVAILABLE COLOR



Dennis

Popeye
AVAILABLE COLOR

AVAILABLE COLOR



Easy adjust up and down 2D
adjustable arms also twist inward 
outward and slide forward, 
backward, right and left.

Adjust the height of the seat by 
pulling up the lever under the 
seat on the right.

adjustable

arms

adjustable

seat height



specification



New # 325, (Old # 158), Linghi Chetty Street,
3rd Floor, Chennai - 600001, India

91 - 44 - 2533 07 90 / 91 

vishal@torin.in
91 - 97911 57911

www.torin.in


